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a b s t r a c t

This article focuses on a formulation for coupling discrete and finite element methods. The efficiency of
the discrete element method for studying the fracture of heterogeneous media has been demonstrated,
but it is limited by the number of elements. Amultidomain analysis is thus proposed in order to reduce the
computational effort. The structure is split into two subdomains, in each of which the method is adapted
to the behavior of the structure under impact. The DEM is used to model the media close to the impacts.
It easily takes into account the discontinuities. The remaining structure is modelled by the FEM. The aims
of this paper are to present a method with rotations coupling and to propose a way to reduce spurious
wave reflections; it presents an application on a rock impact on a concrete slab.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Particular attention must be paid during the design of certain
civil engineering structures in order to predict their responseunder
severe dynamic loading. One or several impacts of a projectile like
an aircraft or a missile on a sensitive concrete structure may have
disastrous consequences — for example, if the impact provides
perforation on structure that has some protective functions
(airtightness). This paper deals with a new numerical method to
simulate an impact on a concrete structure. The structure is divided
into two subdomains. On each of them, the best fit method is
used. The approach uses a coupling between the Discrete Element
(DE) Method and the Finite Element (FE) Method. In the vicinity
of the impact, where important non-linear phenomena occur, the
mediumwill be modelled by means of discrete elements. Far from
this area, the response of the structuremay be considered as linear
elastic, and this complementary subdomain is modelled with the
FE method.
Contrary to non-linear continuummethods [1], the DE method

easily takes into account discontinuous phenomena. Our approach
uses rigid sphere interactions, such as were used by Cundall [2].
The DEmethod is used in the impacted subdomain. Thesemethods
have been used first to model the behavior of granular materials,
but also provide very accurate results for cohesive materials like
concrete [3]. The studies of Camborde in 2D [4] or Rousseau et al.
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in 3D [5] have demonstrated the efficiency of such a discrete
approach to deal with impact problems on reinforced concrete
structures. Theyhave also pointed out that such amethod is limited
to small structures because of the computation cost. The use of
the FE method far from the impacted area is a way to reduce
this limitation. Meshing softwares drastically reduce the time of
modelling and the calculation may be faster than with a full DE
approach because of the facility to handle different discretization
sizes. Moreover the global behavior shows that the DE method is
not needed on thewhole structure. The aim of the coupledmethod
is the prediction of both the local damage or the penetration of the
projectile, and the global displacement of the structure.
Many studies deal with combined continuum/discrete meth-

ods, mainly with molecular dynamics and FE methods for the
analysis of the fracture process at the atomic scale. A large review
of such methods is proposed in Li and Liu [6], Rabczuk et al. [7].
Many applications have been carried out on concrete structures;
in static by Azevedo et al. [8], Cusatis et al. [9] for the analysis
of the fracturing process in heterogeneous materials; in transient
analyses, and Onate and Rojek [10] studies the contact between FE
and DE, Bicanic et al. [11] proposed a combined approach where
the whole structure is modelled with FE which are disconnected
and transformed to DE, depending on a stress criterion. Concerning
the coupling between DE an FE, the works of Xiao and Belytschko
[12] proposed a coupling using a bridging domain. Ben Dhia and
Rateau [13] proposed the Arlequin method also based on a bridg-
ing domain with a weak formulation of the kinematic relations.
In Xiao and Belytschko [12], the authors present some partic-
ular numerical simplification that improves the computational
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Nomenclature
−→
dj vector of the three displacements of the DE j
−→ωj vector of the three rotations of the DE j
−→ui vector of the three displacement of FE node i
nf Number of FE nodes
nd Number of DE nodes
nfb Number of FE nodes in the bridging domain
ndb Number of DE nodes in the bridging domain
nb Number of FE layers in the bridging domain
αi Bridging parameter for the FE node i
βj Bridging parameter for the DE j
r Relaxation parameter
Mj Mass of the DE j
Jj Inertia of the DE j
mi Mass of the FE node i
−→
Fgi Generalized force vector on FE node i
−→
F totj Total force applied to DE j
−→
C totj Total couple applied to DE j
−→
λd Lagrange multipliers related to displacement cou-

pling
−→
λω Lagrange multipliers related to rotation coupling
k Displacement coupling matrix
h Rotation coupling matrix

time and decreases the spurious wave reflection given by the
interface.
The originality of our method is that we have to take into

account the rotations ofDE.Moreover, the numerical simplification
discussed before does not strongly attenuate the high frequencies’
reflection. We propose a new way to deal with the temporal DE
boundary conditions. We introduce a temporal relaxation of the
kinematic relations. This method strongly attenuates the spurious
reflection due to different size discretization between the two
methods. This method is equivalent to the use of the penalty
method with a penalty parameter adapted to each degree of
freedom (dof).
The discrete model and the main difficulties of coupling are

first presented. Details of the coupling method are given, and a
special emphasis on spurious wave reflections is carried out. Then
we present our method to attenuate spurious reflections. It uses a
relaxation of the Lagrange multipliers associated to the kinematic
continuity. At the end, DE and DE/FE simulations of an impact on a
concrete slab are compared.

2. Model description

The problem deals with fast transient dynamics in two
subdomains of a concrete structure. One subdomain is modelled
with DE, the other onewith FE. This separation is done a priori from
an estimation of the size of the damageable area. This step may
be estimated from experimental analyses on a concrete slab [14]
or from design rules (Eurocode 2, [15]). It depends on the kind
of impact (soft [16], hard [17]), the geometry of the structure
and, of course, the velocity of the impactor. Lots of experiments
are accessible to estimate the size of the damageable part of the
structure, so as to know the minimum size of the DE model.
Moreover, we can check a posteriori that the stresses in FE domain
stay in the elastic domain of the media. Another way is to verify
that DE of the bridging domain have stayed in the elastic domain.
2.1. Discrete model

The domain, where discontinuities and non-linearities occur,
is modelled with the DE method. Previous studies have demon-
strated the efficiency of this approach to analyze structures under
high deformation or many non linearities, in 2D [18] or 3D [19], in
statics [9] or dynamics [20]. Ourmodel is close to the one proposed
by Cundall and Stack [2]. The heterogeneous medium is modelled
by randomly positioned rigid spheres of different radii in interac-
tion, link or contact. To represent the cohesive property of concrete,
two elements can interact without being in contact. In [21], Hentz
et al. presents a large description of the DE model. A modi-
fied Mohr–Coulomb criterion associated with softening is used to
model the cohesive behavior of the material, and a classical fric-
tion constitutive behavior is used between the elements in contact.
The material is modelled at a macro-scale, with the size of the DE
being larger than the aggregate size. Nevertheless, the DE size will
be as small as possible with respect to the computational time.
Finally, an identification process is used to ensure that the model
is predictive [21].
The DE degrees of freedom (dof) are three displacements and

three rotations, so three more than the node of the FE model.
More details about complete model of the interaction laws and

damage are available in Rousseau et al. [22] or Hentz et al. [21].

2.2. Continuum model

Far from the impacted area, the structure is modelled with
the FE method under the small perturbation assumption. This
assumption might be seen as a main constraint of the model, but
the FE stresses can be used as an error indicator on the assumption,
and it is still possible to enlarge the DE domain with, of course, a
loss on the computation time or on the discretization size. Another
indicator can be the damage of DE next to FE domain. In this paper,
we focus on simulation with localized damage. The FE method is
used to reduce the times of modelling (meshing) and computation
by reducing the number of DE. The characteristic size of FE is a
function of the structure size and its geometry. The FE size is much
larger than the DE size (the ratio of discretization size is about 5).

2.3. Main difficulties of the coupling

The coupling can be realized by means of an edge to edge
method or with a bridging domain [12] where energy is taken as a
linear combination of eachmodel by using a bridging parameter. In
our case, due to the random positioning of DE, this model naturally
takes into account the non regular boundaries. In some cases,
particular treatment of the bridging domain is a way to reduce
reflections that appear due to the model.
The numbers of dof in each model are not the same. In

addition to the three displacements, the DE node also has three
dof in rotation. The kinematic coupling of DE dof and FE dof
must take into account the rotation continuity. Coupling rotations
decreased error on discrete rotations, but had a slight influence
on the displacements. For example, in a 3D case where the
theoretical displacements and rotations were known, we obtained
the following errors: 5% on discrete rotations and less than
0.5% on displacements. Numerical and physical experiments [23]
show that, under the small perturbation assumption, the discrete
rotation is the rigid rotation linked to the antisymmetric part of
the displacement gradient. In the continuum model, under small
strain, the displacement ofN in the neighborhood ofM is given by:

EU (N) ∼= EU (M)+ ε(M)
−→
MN + ω

−→
MN

with ω =
1
2

(
grad EU − grad

T
EU
)
.

(1)
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Fig. 1. Wave in DE model (left) and Spurious wave (right).
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Fig. 2. Bridging domain and bridging parameter.
The displacement is written as the sum of a rigid body
translation, one part due to strain and one due to rotation.
Another difficulty is that the discretization size is not uniform

between the twomodels. The discretization size has a direct effect
on the frequency range of the model. It is a key point in transient
dynamics. A high frequency wave propagating from the DE model
(fine) to the FE model (coarse) will introduce spurious wave
reflections if the frequency is greater than the cut-off frequency
of the FE model. The impact on reinforced concrete structure
leads to a large frequency range. The experiments of Zineddin and
Krauthammer [24] present high frequencies.
Fig. 1 shows an example of this reflection at the interface

between the two models. It is a 1D model, where half of the
structure (left) is modelled with coarse regular FE, and the other
half with a fine DE model. The displacement wave is generated in
displacement on the right hand boundary of the DEmodel by a sum
of two low and high frequencies. The low frequency is transmitted,
but the high frequency is fully reflected. This spurious reflection
has to be suppressed in order to predict the correct response of
the structure in the impacted area. It is to be noticed that such
a problem also appears by replacing the fine DE model by a fine
FE model. It is only due to the size of the coarse mesh that cannot
represent short wave length.
3. The coupled method

3.1. Methods

The proposed method uses a bridging domain in which the
Hamiltonian is taken as a linear combination of discrete and
continuumHamiltonians. The bridging parameters α and 1−α are
introduced respectively for FE and DE. They vary linearly, between
0 and 1, inside the bridging domain, and they are constant in
the thickness of the structure. They are introduced to ensure the
continuity of the energetic ration betweenDEmodel and FEmodel.
The size of the bridging domain is defined by the parameter nb
corresponding to the number of FE layers in the bridging domain.
Fig. 2 presents variations of bridging parameters for a bridging
domain where nb = 4. The Eq. (2) defines the expression of the
Hamiltonian.

H = αHFE + (1− α)HDE . (2)

In the bridging domain, the DE dof are linked to FE dof through
the coupling relations, which can be written at the global scale by
(3) and (4) or at the node scale by (5) and (6). Here, we separate
translation Edb and rotation Eωb dof of the discrete elements. Finally,
there are as many coupling relations as DE dof in the bridging
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Fig. 3. Description of the coupling matrices.

domain. These coupling relations strictly ensure the displacement
continuity. The DE domain is chosen in the vicinity of the impact,
and large enough to assume that all dissipative phenomena are
concentrated in theDEdomain. Thus, no severe damage is assumed
to occur in the the bridging domain.

Edb = k
−→ub (3)

−→ωb = h
−→ub (4)

∀ j ≤ ndb
−→
dj =

nfb∑
i=1

kji
−→ui (5)

∀ j ≤ ndb −→ωj =
nfb∑
i=1

hji
−→ui . (6)

kji and hji are submatrices of k and h, relative to FE node i and
DE node j (Fig. 3). The Eq. (6) is derived from the relation (1)
between the rotation and the antisymmetric part of continuum
displacement.
The solution minimizes the Hamiltonian in each domain by the

introduction of coupling relations in the bridging domain that use
Lagrangemultipliers. Theminimization of (7) gives local equations.

Hg

(
−→
d ,−→ω ,−→u ,

−→
λd ,
−→
λω
)
= H

(
−→
d ,−→ω ,−→u

)
+
−→
λd
(
−→
db − k

−→ub
)

+
−→
λω
(
−→ω b − h

−→ub
)
. (7)

• Local equations of DE node j:

Mj Ëdj =
−→
F totj (8)

Jj Ëωj =
−→
C totj (9)

• Local equations of FE node i:

mi Ëui =
−→
Fg i (10)

• In the bridging domain:

∀ j ≤ ndb βjMj Ëdj = βj
−→
F totj +

−→
λdj with βj = 1− αj (11)

∀ j ≤ ndb βjJj Ëωj = βj
−→
C totj +

−→
λωj (12)

∀ i ≤ nfb αimi Ëui = αi
−→
Fgi +

ndb∑
l=1

(
kli
−→
λdl + hli

−→
λωl

)
. (13)
3.2. Algorithm

The time discretization is performedwith the central difference
method.

U (t +1t) = 2U (t)− U (t −1t)+1t2Ü (t) . (14)

The dof at time t +1t can be expressed by:

−→
dj (t +1t) = 2

−→
dj (t)−

−→
dj (t −1t)+

1t2

Mj

−→F totj +
−→
λdj

βj

 (15)

−→ωj (t +1t) = 2−→ωj (t)−−→ωj (t −1t)+
1t2

Jj

(
−→
C totj +

−→
λωj

βj

)
(16)

−→ui (t +1t) = 2
−→ui (t)− ui (t −1t)+

1t2

mi
EFgi

+
1t2

αimi

(
ndb∑
l=1

kli
T−→
λdl +

ndb∑
l=1

hli
T−→
λωl

)
. (17)

As a first step, a provisional value of the dof is computedwithout
taking into account Lagrange multipliers.

−→

d̃j (t +1t) = 2
−→
dj (t)−

−→
dj (t −1t)+

1t2

Mj

−→
F totj (18)

−→
ω̃j (t +1t) = 2−→ωj (t)−−→ωj (t −1t)+

1t2

Jj

−→
C totj (19)

−→
ũi (t +1t) = 2

−→ui (t)−
−→ui (t −1t)+

1t2

mi

−→
Fgi. (20)

The dof Edj, Eωj, Eui at t +1t have to verify the coupling relations
(5) and (6). This constraint leads to the computation of Lagrange
multipliers with the expressions:

Egdj =
Ẽdj (t +1t)−

nfb∑
i=1

kji Ẽui (t +1t)

Egdj = 1t
2

− −→λdj
βjMj
−

nfb∑
i=1

kji

 ndb∑
l=1

−→
kli
−→
λdl + hli

−→
λωl

αimi

 (21)

−→
gωj = Ẽωj (t +1t)−

nfb∑
i=1

hji Ẽui (t +1t)

= 1t2

−−→λωj
βjJj
−

nfb∑
i=1

hji

 ndb∑
l=1

kli
−→
λdl + hli

−→
λωl

αimi

 . (22)

These expressions can be written in a matrix form:

Egd = AEλd + BEλω (23)

Egω = C Eλd + DEλω. (24)

The matrices are:

Ajl = −
1t2

βjMj
δjl −1t2

nfb∑
p=1

kjp klp
T

αpmp
(25)

Bjl = −1t2
nfb∑
p=1

kjp hlp
T

αpmp
(26)
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C jl = −1t2
nfb∑
p=1

hjp klp
T

αpmp
(27)

Djl = −
1t2

βjJj
δjl −1t2

nfb∑
p=1

hjp hlp
T

αpmp
. (28)

The resolution of this matrix system gives the values of La-
grange multipliers. The displacements and rotations of each node
are then computed with the relations (15)–(17).
Note that it is also possible to write this algorithm by means

of a more classical formulation based on velocities (Casadei and
Halleux [25] and Key [26]).
Also note that, in the description of the terms of the matrix, the

coefficients α and β are at denominator. Their value cannot be null
and therefore we chose a minimum value equal to 0.01 for these
parameters because it gives correct results without modifying the
critical time step imposed by the stability condition.

3.3. Numerical simplifications

The previous algorithm rigorously respects the coupling
relations. Some simplifications can be realized to reduce the
computation time. The size of the system to solve is proportional
to the number of DE in the bridging domain, which can be
large in three dimensions. Moreover, the analysis of the previous
matrices shows the predominance of A and D in front of B and
C . Lagrange multipliers are then computed without taking into
account matrices B and C .
Then, the values of the diagonal terms of A and D are prevailing

in relation to the other ones, so the simplifications proposed by
Xiao and Belytschko in [12] are used. The matrix is replaced by a
diagonal matrix where the value of each diagonal term is equal
to the sum of terms of the corresponding line. This numerical
simplification can be considered as a way to relax the strict
coupling relations (5) and (6). It has two advantages: firstly, the
computation time is reduced, and secondly, the spurious wave
reflection is slightly reduced (Chapter 4).
We will demonstrate, in the following paragraph, that this

simplification is equivalent to the use of the penaltymethodwith a
penalty parameter adapted to each dof. Moreover, this parameter
is computed automatically. We will define 8A as the diagonalized
matrix of A. 8Ajj is the diagonal submatrix related to the DE node j.

The same notation is used for D.

3.4. Equivalence with the penalty method

The equivalence between the previous method with diagonal
matrices and the penalty method is shown on the local equation of
DE displacement. The same demonstration can be carried out for
the DE rotation. The update of DE displacement dof is obtained by:
−→
dj (t +1t) = 2

−→
dj (t)−

−→
dj (t −1t)

+
1t2

Mj

−→F totj + 8Ajj
−1−→
gdj

βj

 . (29)

On the other hand, the generalized penalty method is obtained
by minimizing the Hamiltonian expressed by:

H
(
−→
d ,−→ω ,−→u

)
+

(
−→
db − k

−→ub
)T
pd
(
−→
db − k

−→ub
)

+

(
−→ωb − h

−→ub
)T
pω
(
−→ωb − h

−→ub
)

(30)

where pd and pω in the general case two symmetric positive-
defined matrices. In this demonstration, we use, as it is most often
done, two diagonal matrices. The DE displacement local equation
is obtained with the penalty method:

βjmj
−→
d̈j = βj

−→
F totj + p

d
jj

(
−→
dj −

nfb∑
i=1

kji
−→ui

)
. (31)

With the central difference scheme:
−→
dj (t +1t) = 2

−→
dj (t)−

−→
dj (t −1t)

+
1t2

Mj

−→F totj +
pdjj

(
−→
dj −

nfb∑
i=1
kji
−→ui

)
βj

 . (32)

With our notation,
(
−→
dj −

∑nfb
i=1 kji

−→ui
)
is equal to Egdj . The

Eqs. (29) and (32) are then equivalent if we choose pdjj = 8Ajj
−1
.

The generalization to the DE rotation is easily accomplished. Each
coupling relation has its own penalty parameter that is computed
automatically.

4. Wave propagations

4.1. Reflections of the high frequency waves

In fast transient dynamics analyses, the discretization size gives
the frequency range of the model. To be correctly described, a
wave must have a length more than 10 times longer than the
discretization size for both of ourmethods (DE or FEmodels). Some
small waves can propagate in the fine DE model, but cannot be
described in the coarse FE model. They are reflected as soon as
they enter the bridging domain,which appears for thesewaves as a
rigid body (Fig. 1). Those spurious reflectivewaves havenophysical
sense and, to keep a predictable model, they have to be deleted or
at least attenuated.
To attenuate this spurious wave, we propose to make numeri-

cal simplifications in the Lagrange method. We will see that such
simplifications have a beneficial effect on the spurious wave. The
presented method with diagonalized matrices slightly reduces the
reflected wave (Fig. 4). But, on the contrary of Xiao’s applica-
tions [12], the attenuation of the reflected waves are not enough.
It depends of the frequency range and of the size of discretization.
To improve this transient dynamic phenomenon, we introduce a
relaxation parameter of the kinematic constraints. It introduces a
temporal freedom on DE dof.

4.2. Attenuation with relaxation

With the Lagrange multipliers method, the kinematic con-
straints are rigorously satisfied. Thus, the method gives the same
results as a direct kinematic coupling, and full spurious reflections
occur. In fact, all the DE dof are defined from the coarse discretiza-
tion. The relaxation reduces the value of the Lagrange multipliers,
and the coupling relations are not strictly respected. During the up-
date step of dof, Lagrange multipliers are divided by a relaxation
parameter, r .

−→
dj (t +1t) = 2

−→
dj (t)−

−→
dj (t −1t)+

1t2

Mj

−→F totj +
−→
λdj

βjr

 (33)

−→ωj (t +1t) = 2−→ωj (t)−−→ωj (t −1t)+
1t2

Jj

(
−→
C totj +

−→
λωj

βjr

)
(34)
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−→ui (t +1t) = 2
−→ui (t)−

−→ui (t −1t)+
1t2

mi

−→
Fgi

+
1t2

αimi

 ndb∑
l=1

kli
T−→
λdl + hli

T−→
λωl

r

 . (35)

By adding this temporal freedomon the kinematic coupling, the
spurious reflected waves are strongly attenuated. The next figures
show, using a 1D example, the efficiency of the proposed method,
with or without diagonal values, and with or without relaxation.
The percentage attenuation of the spurious reflected energy for
the different methods are compared. The reference is defined with
the full Lagrange method without diagonal matrices and without
relaxation.
Fig. 4 shows the influence of diagonal matrices. The simplifica-

tion, in addition to the time reduction, is a way to reduce the spu-
rious reflected energy. As soon as the bridging domain is defined
with one FE layer, the energy attenuation is greater than 30%.
Fig. 5 shows the attenuation formany FE layers andmany values

of relaxation. The relaxation drastically reduces the reflection. For
every FE layer, about 99% attenuation can be reached.
Finally, Fig. 6 describes the attenuation for our proposed

method (relaxation, diagonalized matrices). For at least two FE
layers, the reflection attenuation is greater than 80% and, with
three ormore FE layers, the energy contained in the reflectedwave
is fully attenuated for a large range of values of the relaxation
parameter.
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Fig. 7 shows, in detail, the form of the spurious wave for each
method. This wave has not disappeared, but it has negligible
energy.
Any of the previous methods have significant influences on

the propagation of the low frequency wave. The variations of
the transmitted wave energy do not exceed 1%. Moreover, as
soon as the number of FE layers is enough, the attenuation is
effective for a large range of relaxation. A compoundmust be found
between small DE model and attenuation. An efficient method
would be to use 3 FE layers with a parameter of relaxation about
10 times the ratio of discretization. For example, a relaxation
parameter between 25 and 35 would give correct attenuation
for a discretization ratio of 5 and more than two coupling layers
(Fig. 6).This study on a one dimensional model will be used for
three dimension simulation. The previous tests (Fig. 4 to Fig. 7)
have been realized in 1D to have more explicit results without
the deterioration of the wave form along the structure due to the
many reflections on each face of the solid. But some numerical
experiments have been realized in order to verify that the influence
of the relaxation is similar in 1D and 3D. They showed that the 1D
conclusions were usable for 3D simulations.

5. Impact on a concrete slab

In this part, we wish to compare results from a full discrete
elements formulation with the combined finite/discrete elements
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Fig. 8. Combined FE/DE model.

method, with a focus on precision and computation time. The aim
of this part is to validate the coupled approach. The proposed
method is applied to the simulation of a rock impact on a concrete
slab. To make it more realistic, we used data from a real test; more
information can be found inHentz et al. [27]. Simulation results are
analyzed in terms of displacement and damage. The computation
times are compared for a full DE model and a combined FE/DE
model using three FE layers and a relaxation parameter equal to
35. All the simulations were computed with the same computer.
Fig. 8 defines the geometrical model. It consists of a concrete

slab (2.5 × 2 × 0.28 m). The characteristics of the concrete are:
Young’s Modulus of 31 GPa and a compressive strength of 31 MPa.
Two opposite faces are restrained on the direction perpendicular
to the medium slab plane. The slab is impacted by a concrete cubic
block ofDE (30 cmside). The figure shows the ratio of discretization
between DE and FE equal to three in the plane of the slab, and
around one and half in the normal direction, to have enough FE
to represent correctly the behavior of the slab in the FE part.
The velocity of the impactor is 40 m/s. The contact between

the impactor and the slab is treated by means of the contact laws
developed for DE. More details about this can be found in Hentz
et al. [21] or Rousseau et al. [22].
Fig. 9 presents comparisons between both methods. The first

two figures concern the DE displacement in the DE domain, the
next one is DE displacement in the bridging domain and the
last one is the displacement comparison of a DE node with the
nearest FE node. The predictions of maximum displacements of
bothmodels are similar, and the time response is globally the same
for the two models.
The combined model is also efficient in describing the damage

in the vicinity of the impacted zone. In Fig. 10, damages obtained
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Fig. 9. Comparison of displacement between only DE model (full line) and coupled DE/FE model (dotted line).
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Table 1
Comparison of the duration of the simulation.

Model DE Coupled DE/FE

Number of DE 120808 6588
Number of FE node 0 5935
nb (FE layer in bridging domain) 3
Number of time step 100000 100000
Duration of computation 42 h 50 min 3 h 39 min

with the full DE approach and the coupled DE/FE model are
compared at the same time. In this figure, the damage is evaluated
as the ratio between broken links and initial links. Damage is
proportional to the sphere darkness. Black color corresponds to
free DE, the lightest DE have no broken links.
One of the aims of this combined FE/DE modelling is to use the

efficiency of the DE fracturing process on a large structural scale.
This has been possible by reducing both the number of DE and
the computation time. The analysis of computation times for this
problem shows that the coupled FE/DE model is ten times faster
than the full DE model (Table 1).
This difference on the computation time comes from the ration

of DE in the full DE model, and the DE in the coupled model.
This coupled method can easily use a multi-time step algorithm to
further improve the computational time. The computation time in
the FE model is negligible. By reducing the time of simulation, we
can manage to simulate a larger or more complex structure and/or
refine the discretization.

6. Conclusion

The proposed coupled method is able to simulate an impact on
a concrete structure. The domain is divided into two models, DE
or FE, depending on characteristic wave lengths of dynamic phe-
nomena that are essential for a correct prediction of damage. The
coupling is based on a Lagrange multipliers approach, but numer-
ical modifications are introduced in order to reduce the spurious
reflections. The reduction of Lagrange multipliers by means of a
relaxation parameter introduces temporal freedom on DE nodes
in the bridging domain, and the reflection is then attenuated. The
relaxation parameter method, added to diagonal matrices of La-
grange multipliers, is a very efficient way to get a correct predic-
tion of damage in the DE subdomainwithout spurious phenomena.
Moreover, this method reduces the time necessary to compute La-
grange multipliers and, globally, the computation is faster.
This computation time reduction, obtained with the proposed

coupled approach, allows us to carry out 3D simulations of very
large structures under impact and, locally, a real description of the
media can be modelled at a satisfying scale.
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